Considerations for Implementing FixedPoint Gas Detectors
Protecting your workforce and working environment
from the dangers of toxic and flammable gases
is a key consideration for organisations in the oil
and gas, water treatment and chemical sectors.
The usage of fixed gas detectors is common within
these industries due to their ability to suit the
needs of specific fixed applications, usually those
connected to a control and warning system.
For those choosing to implement fixed gas detectors
in their workplace, this paper will serve to provide a
rationale for setting alarm levels on fixed-point gas
detectors, explore the differences between timeweighted average (TWA) and instantaneous alarms,
as well as explore the various considerations to be
made along the way. It is worth noting that alarm

thresholds, as provided within the HSE’s EH40
document, are provided for portable and personal
monitors and therefore are not directly applicable to
fixed-point detectors as they are not monitoring an
individual’s exposure to gas.
By clearing up confusion around the considerations
to be made when setting alarm levels, as well as
offering guidance for the placement and quantity
of gas detection systems for efficient coverage,
this paper is a one stop shop for those who know
the gas hazards in their environment and are keen
to implement a fixed solution to ensure ongoing
monitoring.
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It is crucial that detectors, and their alarms, function
accurately.

The first aspect of implementing a fixed gas detection
solution in a workplace is to ensure the alarm levels are
set correctly. If they are not set correctly, or an area of
coverage, quantity or location of the detectors is not
optimal, it could very well lead to sub-par detection of
harmful gases.
As the main way of warning workers about the presence
of toxic gas and oxygen deficiency in an environment it is
crucial that detectors, and their alarms, function accurately.
According to guidance by the Health and Safety Laboratory
on behalf of the Health and Safety Executive, there is
insufficient information available about the rationale
behind, and the process of alarm setting. The HSE
guidance references that there are a number of factors
that determine the suitable alarm levels for fixed-point gas
detectors. These include the characteristics of the toxic gas
being released, the detector itself, and the education and
discussion within workplaces of these factors, in order to
raise awareness about the importance of alarms.
HSE states that a thorough analysis of requirements
should be undertaken, a robust risk assessment and the
occupational exposure level, known as the Workplace
Exposure Limit (WEL), should be the starting point for all
companies when setting alarm levels for a particular gas or
gas mixture.
Alarm levels may need to be amended depending on the
sources and characteristics of the gas being measured, the
rate of toxic gas build up, if egress is hard or takes a long
time in a crisis situation, background processes and the
factors that may trigger false alarms.
It is important for health and safety managers and line
managers to raise awareness about this rationale to deter
personnel from just setting default alarm settings just to
meet risk assessments. It is necessary not to just scrape
the surface of the risk and instead to ensure the correct
levels of area coverage and protection. Setting alarm levels
by following general guidelines, as published by national
authorities, will not ensure safety and effective monitoring.

This is because definitive alarm levels alter depending on
the specific environment detectors are within.
BS EN 45544 (2015) series “Workplace atmospheres Electrical apparatus used for the direct detection and direct
concentration measurement of toxic gases and vapours”
which is the most relevant legislation relating to alarm
levels. However, even within these standards there is no
guidance on setting specific alarms because the legislation
recognises that one blanket level cannot be assigned, due
to the variation and affecting factors in each environment.
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TWA and Instantaneous Alarms
Portable gas detectors measure and alarm on a time
weighted average (TWA), which means that they measure
the maximum average airborne concentration of a
substance as calculated over an eight-hour working day
and a 15 minute period. However portable detectors, such
as those from Crowcon, include instantaneous alarms
to offer early warnings to dangerous gas concentrations
in a given environment. This is useful because in some
situations, like confined entry spaces, waiting for a detector
to alarm over a longer period would not be suitable, and
could be incredibly dangerous.
Detectors with TWA Resume functions can ensure that
toxic gas exposure is calculated accurately over an entire
shift. TWA functions utilise algorithms that assess TWA
exposure across all measurements gathered within a
day’s shifts and provides the option to include previous
measurements from within the correct time frame.
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If you are utilising fixed gas detectors they need to
communicate with a control panel, which is the central hub of
the operations
Centralised Control Panels vs ‘Stand-Alone’ Detectors
When using fixed point gas detectors there is the option
to deploy centralised control panels or just utilise it as a
‘stand-alone’ detector, depending on the space and the gas
and vapours present. Fixed gas monitoring systems can be
interfaced with manual call points, fire and gas detectors
and distributed control systems (DCS). Each system can
also be engineered to drive remote annunciators and
mimic panels. Control panels also meet the needs of a
variety of solutions which can measure flammable, toxic
and oxygen gases. These control panels will then report
the hazardous gases presence and activate alarms or
associated equipment.

to be installed in hazardous zones. They communicate
with gas detection sensor heads or transmitters and can
be networked to a central point so that multiple control
panels/systems can be monitored remotely.

If you are utilising fixed gas detectors they need to
communicate with a control panel, which is the central
hub of the operations. The control panel comprises various
options for input and output functions and tend to be
located in a safe area, however they do have capacity

Detectors can however be used as stand-alone devices
with their own in-built alarms and audible visual displays,
meaning they do not need to be connected to a control
panel.

The most common way of communicating with fixed
gas detectors is through analogue 4-20mA signals,
but there is a growing demand for digital and wireless
communications. Control panels also offer various features
to ensure the detector is enhanced from an enhanced
efficiency and reduce the time spent and risk in potentially
hazardous locations.
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When you are monitoring for combustible gases or oxygen
depletion, alarms can sound to tell you that there has been a
gas leak.
Alarm functions
In order to ensure the correct functioning of the fixed
point gas detector alarms in use in your workplace it is
necessary to fully understand the different alarm functions
available. The way you use a detector’s alarm functions will
be dependent on what you want the detector to tell you
about the environment.
One function to understand fully are the alarm sounders
which are wired in a minimum of two sounder circuits.
When you are monitoring for combustible gases or oxygen
depletion, alarms can sound to tell you that there has been
a gas leak. These sounds, or beacon alarms, will provide
you with a “SAFE – NOT SAFE” signal which is ruled by the
relay output of the controller.
A useful reference point here is the HSE’s RR973 guidance
which advises that decisions on alarm levels should be
based on background gas concentrations, and explores the
use of different safety tactics to prevent spurious alarms.
The guidance states how existing knowledge for toxic
gas detector alarm setting best practice was reviewed
through a survey and stakeholder consultations in various
industries to produce the review. The review is therefore a
valuable resource and offers a useful framework for alarm
setting for toxic gas detectors. The review explored the
factors which influence the alarm setting process, and gave
suggestions on how to improve this process.
The guidance states that fixed detector alarms should
be instantaneous and not TWA, as they do not measure
workers’ exposure in the breathing zone. HSE states
that fixed detectors should have different alarm levels to
portable detectors as they tend to be linked to a central
control system which could shut down the entire system in
the event of alarm activation. They state this is ‘desirable
that this should only occur when there is a serious leak’. As
a result they advise setting the levels higher than those for
a portable detector.

Guidance states that a fixed point detector could be set
to alarm at 10 and 40 ppm for low and high levels, while
a portable detector, could be set at the equivalents of
5 and 10 ppm. In this attempt to avoid spurious alarms,
fixed detector alarms may be set higher than the LTEL
or STEL for example, causing workers to be exposed to
concentrations greater than the limit.
This therefore reinforces the need to also employ portable
detectors in these situations to ensure ongoing and reliable
monitoring.
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BSI’s standard aims to improve the guidance issued
within the sector

The recently published British Standard, entitled BS 60080:
2020 Explosive and Toxic Atmospheres: Hazard Detection
Mapping - Guidance on the placement of permanently
installed detection devices using software tools and other
techniques, was developed to support decision making
on the quantity and placement of detectors based on a
published standard.
The document is not a standalone document for projects
and although not mandated for compliance purposes in
the UK, it does however provide valuable guidance on best
practice of fire and gas mapping in explosive and toxic
atmospheres.
The guidance is particularly interesting because it
represents a step forward in gas and fire detection.
Defining the ideal location, type and quantity of gas
detectors and flame detectors however has traditionally
relied upon site evaluation by trained and highly

experienced engineers. However the guidance now
provides best practice in doing this by utilising mapping
software.
Across 13 chapters the standard notes how fire and gas
mapping utilising specific software is of benefit to the
safety community and facility operators. Using this software
provides answers to the tricky issues of where to place
detectors, how many are required and how to ensure this
placement will detect the gas clouds in question.
BSI’s standard aims to improve the guidance issued within
the sector previously, and clearly illustrates the dangers of
applying an inappropriate method of detection to a certain
facility.
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Crowcon’s Fire and Gas Hazard and Detection Service
As referenced in BSI’s standard, the benefits of a fire and
gas hazard detection review service, utilising gas mapping
software, optimises safety and provides guidance on the
placement of and usage of detectors.
Crowcon has a Fire and Gas Hazard Detection Review
Service in which it uses sophisticated computer aided
design, to provide a detailed report that can identify
hazards and recommend detector quantities and locations.
It does this based on 3D site images and utilises the
guidance published in the British Standard BS 60080:2020.
This information can then be harnessed by organisations to
optimise the system design and achieve a balance between
safety and economy that works in the environment they are
based within.

The review includes a hazard identification and sitespecific risk assessment which outlines the philosophy,
details the detector technologies employed, alarm setpoints, performance requirements, and the environmental
conditions.
The software also analyses every section of the site in order
to calculate coverage and ensure that the performance
requirements are correct. A Crowcon consultant will
complete the performance target review and then present
the findings in a simple, concise report.
The review and report is produced with the aim of
improving safety and reducing operating costs by ensuring
that the number of devices used is kept to a minimum,
while required levels of safety are maintained. This
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Detector Coverage Assessments
Locating detectors and deciding on the quantity and
area of coverage based on conventional guidance can be
dangerous as every environment differs depending on a
variety of factors, as referenced earlier.
In order to ascertain the coverage of the detectors in
use, a number of simplifying assumptions need to be
used in order to make it possible to assess sites. Within
site assessments, it is assumed that all gas detectors are
either ‘point’ or ‘open path’ gas detectors, and that gas
is detected if the accumulation envelopes a detector or
intersects the track of an open path detector.
Each area assessed is represented as a volume specified in
terms of its length, width and height. If a software mapping
assessment is undertaken, the results are then summarised
diagrammatically clearly depicting the areas of the site that
are covered, and not covered by the existing detectors.
Within Crowcon’s software mapping service review, flame
detector coverage assessments are also undertaken.

The flame detectors are represented as two-dimensional
Computer Aided Design (CAD) files depicting each
detector’s field of view. The performance targets for each
area are set according to their local hazards and escalation
risks. This information is stored in a ‘Grademap’ file.
A custom software system then ‘overlays’ each relevant
detector’s footprint onto the Grademap and constructs
a graphical image of the coverage afforded by the
area’s detectors. The finished graphical file provides an
objective estimate of that area’s flame detection coverage,
physical obstruction and hazard grading, an interaction
that is virtually impossible to visualise without computer
assistance.
In the example shown below the areas shown in green
meet the flame detection coverage targets, those areas
in orange and yellow meet restricted targets while those
in red have poor coverage and may require revision. The
tabular summary provides quantitative data on the hazard
coverage.
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Avoid Sub-Par Detection
If alarm levels are not set correctly or area of coverage/
quantity/location of detectors is not optimal, it could lead
to the sub-par detection of harmful gases. Fixed point gas
detection systems can play a crucial role in reducing risks
on sites world-wide. Gas detector placement especially
is important due to the complex nature of gases, and the
hazard they present to personnel and facilities.
From this perspective it is vital health and safety
teams give due consideration to all the variables when
considering the implementation of a fixed point system.
This can include utilising the assistance and guidance
from an experienced team, such as Crowcon, who can
provide valuable insight using gas mapping software.
For more information about gas mapping software and
the ways in which Crowcon can support you with the
implementation of your fixed point detection system, get in
touch today.

